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Make Electricity Safe

What is Proxxi?
Each year, thousands of employees suffer electrical 
contact injuries, with millions exposed to this danger on 
a daily basis. These incidences cost millions in insurance 
payout with even more lost to operations. Currently, there 
are no ambient, connected, always on devices used to 
detect electricity. Workers rely on processes to de-energize 
and follow lockout procedures. Proxxi provides that fail 
safe backup to virtually eliminate the risk.

Proxxi keeps workers safe around electricity. It is always 
on, always aware. Designed for industrial workers at risk 
of electrical contact injury, it is a device that provides 
companies peace of mind and visibility through connected 
monitoring and insights into employee safety. 

Warning: According to your preset volt-
age environment, Proxxi will alert you 
when you enter the initial warning zone 
surrounding an energized device. Alerts 
consist of audible, visual, and haptic 
notifications that increase in frequency 
as you near the limit of approach.

Near Miss: Once the limit of approach 
has been breached, pulsing alerts turn 
solid to represent a near miss.

How it works

Proxxi

Worn all day; set it and forget it
Customized for each worker use case
Operates from 480V - 500kV

Analytics

Analytics for warnings & near-misses
Identify high-risk workers & teams
Compliance reporting
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Feature

Self test: Ensure a fully functioning device 
prior to use

FCC compliance

IP68: Protected against dust and water

Dismiss: Double tap the face of the device 
to silence alarms for 30 seconds

iOS & Android compatibility

Multi-voltage: Enable users to calibrate 
warnings on the fly from 480V-500kV

Mute: Silence alarms when workers 
acknowledge they are working energized

Proxxi

System Features

Mobile 
App

DEVICE DETAILS manage

Proxxi battery level: 91%

9:41 AM

VOLTAGE DETECTION MODE

480v

change

EVENT LOG

CURRENT READING: 103 V/M

view

10 min 5 min Now

300 V/M

200 V/M
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Logout

Organization

March 19-23, 2018

Division Min Date Max Date Filter

Team

Division-Wide 12 Week Trends

Mechanical

Field Operations

Device Usage

87%

97%

79%

89%

87%

86%

Self Checks

83%

91%

75%

88%

82%

82%

Warnings

105

85

59

110

42

27

Near Misses

4

0

0

1

0

3

Construction

Distribution

Stations

Device Usage Warnings Near Misses

Electrical P&C

Feb Feb FebMar Mar MarPresent Present Present

Filtering options let supervisors drill down 
to desired information quickly

Analytics

Long term summaries allow 
supervisors to see trends from historical 
data and see outliers in an instant

Employee data pushed to the dashboard 
from bands helps supervisors make 
informed decisions about workplace safety:

 Data surrounding warnings and   
 breaches help identify high risk   
 workers and teams

 Data surrounding device usage and  
 self checks gives insight about 
 compliance
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Post-trial

Trial

 

 

Pre-trial
A consultation with 
the Proxxi team is 
scheduled to help 
identify an appropriate 
group for the trial

A debriefing call is 
scheduled to reflect 
on results and 
discuss next steps

Is Proxxi a good fit 
for your company?

A trial length and 
start date are 
determined 

Bands and accessories are 
sent out to your company (a 
Proxxi representative is 
available to aid with 
on-boarding if requested)

Users sync units to 
the mobile Proxxi app 
upon distribution

Users wear units for 
the entirety of their 
work day

Users are asked for 
feedback on their 
experience with Proxxi 
throughout the trial

Weekly reports 
outlining unit usage 
and breaches are sent 
to supervisors

Users go about their 
work days while Proxxi 
keeps them safe from 
energized equipment

Product Trial
Experience next generation safety with data driven insights into worker behavior
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